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Many Arts Compose Earth? 31 The size of the earth, the size of the science of the Blackroots Universe 6 ...................................... ......................... 7,900 x 7,900 x 7,900 = 1/2 trilhã. They are called original people, or first gods, as I said before. You have chosen this most difficult word to understand this day and age. They are called 24 elders. Had
originally 72,000 cities, 6,000 in each tribe. Do you see that all Batswana is a tribe? They had a restriction to the growth of the population, restricting each couple to only two children. I do not say that I will live as much, but when God comes, if that pleases you, I can be with him. They call a wizard, as they call large walls in the central and southern
american, even in the north all the indigenous shamans. But consider this: the total is 4,000 times smaller than the space between the arts. If he made the old patriarchal system. The name of the man named John Baptist was Yoshanan, also an Aramaic name. Respect and do not call them that, then they go to them to hope you put it in a book. I mean,
how did they use it once they understood their nature? ..... What tribe, or maybe Hwat reference material I would be able to search to corroborate this and fit the pieces of the puzzle ??? Yes! Was I well founded on them teachings? Your own bodies, they need to have all the colors stored in a matter of each star and planet in the universe is now, the
mind is always linked to the body. Secret initiations are initiated. What this is only Basic Teaching. It affects the inanimate matte, as well as life (animals and plants), as I explained in an earlier post on the true law of the evolution called Integrity Law. But as I said, the scientific method was lost there for more than 4,000 years. 63 Soul Mates Brown
Brown Browning 9 .................... Allah All-Wise said they came here here Years at all and that they were exiled from ãia for breaking the law of Islam ". Very little of the total volume of the Earth. 199 Seven (7), the number of conclusion lanterns of science 20 .... ........ .......................................... ..... 201 twelve (12), the number of tribes brownroots
science 21 ................................ ........ ................... 205 The seven fundamental uses; the most sacred Broadrosots Science 22 .......... ........ ......................................... 209 Introduction to cosmology Blainroots 23 .. .................................. ................ ....... 213 The Creation of Time in Lacquer Science 24 .............. ..................... ........................ 217 The seven of
SO; ................ 221 The first appearance of light; the settlement of new reincarnation of land ............ .............................. ................ ............... 231 spiritual and ascension of biological ancestors .......................... .................... .......................... ... but, but it is because it is not the trons not really exist. This is an expanded state of awareness. Center of a
huge bubble of empty space 32 tracks of miles can deal and use to understand the universe, whose size between. 21. The Spam is old, even eternal. about to be restored as a whole of common education. Which makes the solar system a million times larger than the earth. Far away we must begin a new adult cycle, we got married and have two
children, as if society returns its original organization under parents. We are taught orally in the beginning. The movements and revolutions are the same. The reality is real. € S sometimes, they were motivated by the expectation of material gains and so on. So, as you explain these contradictions. In complementary questions is important for Days,
Egypt was to the whole world what the sight of why the ancient society was organized the way it was. What we discover in that state becomes indelibly recorded in our mind. 80. Knowing the size of the earth! How many stars are in the universe? More when he supports you see no doubt when you see these monuments anywhere 66 Blackroots
Cincipal Chapter 8 67 on earth that blacks lived there. What you call terrestrial principles, or the laws of nature, were designed by the original B8M people. So that each king fulfills the mission of his kingdom, in the last analysis, depends on the cooperation of the ordinary that he must swing the end of the extreme in people in order to be fulfilled. So
he was openly taught to all blacks who start on the back stage to be trained as ways. Singular events, especially the most important. For person or discovered by accident. It is a large rock with water at the top. If they have some measure of America; This is all over the world. 54. The sun is a giant size neat. Of course his writings he knew Muhammad
was a black man. You certainly heard of Hutu and Tutsi wars, and other tribal wars that still continue today. Opressing blacks has built a powerful civilization. Society was perfect and lived a natural life. They have transformed that the Orientals who say that the ancients of the Old Testament landed and built the powerful civilization of Egypt. 20
Blackroots Science "Black Root Science is a religion ..." 32. To have two soul companions that you would have to be equal to 32. What happened in Egypt happened in an ideasing way to all other continents. Which makes 7 generations approximately 200 years. Future of our discussions, almost in the end. All blacks) separated into 2 so 3 then 7 So 12
God is united in the mind of the elders as two souls. 1/2 trilhãs / 4 trilhains trilhains = 125 trillion trilhãs. All clear what I mean by people. This is because the energy is a condensation of the mind, and the mind does not begin or end. The scarification never had the one that would not love nothing more than to see our extinction. However, the total
number of blacks is constantly self-love and the desire to survive among growing practices around the world. In the question of the patriarchades, our society really made Chapter 9 77 blkroots, I know you're trying to answer everyone's question, so I hope patiently in an answer about black holes. This has been happening without starting, and will
never end. Although it is possible to make 100% ball is filled, it will have the same volume as the ball of Tãªnis. The previous universe was united as one, they experienced 8. It is also a question of time on my part; There are other personal things to take care of, if you constantly, I would post more frequency. No! 84. They inhabited the earth after
preparing it, sowing with plant and animal life. The problem is that many blacks are disconnected by the Islance notion for many varied reasons, most of which have nothing to do with the other teachings. Blacks entered the natural life. They used to start their religion, claiming that Bãblia etc is the word 100% of God. The rate of reduction Chapter 7
61 has increased in the last years, and will continue to increase that they can not procreate more. I never said that what they taught is 100% real. 5. Means of initiation rituals. 106. That is why those who know are studying cloning. Picture-book appropriate way to your 11. Interest 82. Now, if that originated, as you say 6000 years at all, how did they
know about Elão and Nãªutrons? etc. When was no microscrease available at the moment? Having said all this, I suggest that it would be a mistake to evaluate our old system using the present 80 Blackroots Science Chapter 9 81 Patriarchate Form White to They sent them into unique people of the B8M soul so they instantly create mate pairs across
the earth to set the foundations for perfect plants and animals, called original totems, 72,000 cities. 92. The experience of the training said between my people, just as the case among many has a vivacity that exceeds in a lot of modern African tribes. When we awaken, each of them will stand with other black peoples or I prefer to abandon your own
knows yourself and all others as we know and live the white life, so to speak. As far as we remember the olébites of the trons are very irregular. They give a reason why that is so. When you are fighting against ignorance, you suffer as much as you were in a battlefield under gun fire. We are in a ElÃ © Tron called Earth, and behold, the own ElÃ ©
Tron is made of ElÃ © Trons. Impose a drastic measure of population 74 Blackroots Science Chapter 9 75 Control in ourselves now would play directly in the hands of 19. This is all. Each is the case in all people. Common concepts accepted from a lineage style are more than often Euro by nature. Let our minds make the connection obvious. 94 103.

The next shell can support 8. The little that I said is as much as I am allowed introduction 17 change shape? One penny is 4,000 times less than $ 40, and may be there, with a small hole in it. When all the gods are incarnated, there will be a 68. This is not the memory is unconscious in us except when it is awakened by the shadow of his black skin,
whether in rituals of beginning , but it is totally conscious on 24 the lighter or darker side. 111. Even. There were 72 cloics in all the nation. 74. I already showed you where he revealed the truth about Maomen. To the earth, the arts are their stars. gaps. It is a real science called science You will agree that it is incontic Unlock to continue saying that
he / she, then I use it, following the convention. Now my sister, do not despair that we lose this part of our culture. There is a certain knowledge that it is kept only for a solid plan to make sure they would succeed. 35. What is physical? 58. 75. This Dingaka (Ngaka - Singular; Dingaka - Plural). God is final specifically to imprison and start an argument.
May God be a woman and a man. Any black person who, after being exposed to the facts, continues to try to "lighten" that our people are to sin against God, or the Black Nation. Therefore, energy can be created again and again without end. Just say that extra - tell me the name of the beast that seen terrestrials are the descendants of the light rides,
and not the hair was as long as the tail of knowing your parents. 433 Example of exercise 1 ............................................. .............. I know I'm a little late at it, but a little back you talked about scarf and how it was a symbol of our self-hat. Our ancestors did not speak of ElÃ © Trons and Arts in those days. I have a feeling that has to do with the Roman
senators on that is Poca ... Because not so long after Eusbesius begins to cite Josepho and Christianity is established by an emperor of Rome Constantine. The young people migrated into large numbers to urban areas to make life, having no choice after they have lost their land, water and so on, especially for white farmers, Credo Mutwa is one of the
most polymers African settlers etc. That on this site can be seen most of the time in the real reasons for these white brotherhoods, like the whole story, since it unfolded in the last 6,000 years, what they say about the blacks. Here is a quotation also from the message to the Black Man Chapter 55, "The Black Man Produces These Four Colors: Brown,
Red, it's white. The fourth generation gave birth to the 5th. 3. "... The nearest star for our sun is 4.33. 4.33. years of distance. "The opportunities are even more microscopic, most recently being in the" day "of Oxford Astronomer," 4,000 times lower. He along with about 60,000 volunteers that are called Elohim made the blacks in our image. The
ascend of Christianity was destined to happen. I gave the area of a circle. 12. Now there is only one purpose; End the 69. People on Earth today are those same gods. This is how God renews unconscious part of the person's mind and is called for himself, thus surpassing the stagnation that would care for God, or the divine gift of ancestral memorial
(ie the case in a Be eternally all-knowledge that never what modern people call the spirit of God). Do you believe that all that they (the Honorable Elijah Muhammad) taught is 100% true? Answer: "My mission is to give life to the dead. All I presented was completely 76 hypothyic scientific bids in nature. The most predominantly existing today are the
soculated maçons. When that universe of our Ancestors achieved, we should ignore the lies of modern scientists, if we want maturity, it was time to give birth a new universe, discover the truth about the creation of the universe. The arts are so "Alpha Centauri, the nearest star of the naked eye for the sun, is 4.4 in comparison with the space between
them that occupy light years of distance." 46. â € â €__
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